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Abstract Precise measurements of snow structural parameters are crucial to understand the formation

of snowpacks by deposition and metamorphism and to characterize the stratigraphy for many applications

and remote sensing in particular. The area-wide acquisition of structural parameters at high spatial

resolution from state-of-the-art methods is, however, still cumbersome, since the time required for a single

profile is a serious practical limitation. As a remedy we have developed a statistical model to extract three

major snow structural parameters: density, correlation length, and specific surface area (SSA) solely from

the SnowMicroPen (SMP), a high-resolution penetrometer, which allows a meter profile to be measured

with millimeter resolution in less than 1 min. The model was calibrated by combining SMP data with 3-D

microstructural data from microcomputed tomography which was used to reconstruct full-depth snow

profiles from different snow climates (Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic). Density, correlation length, and SSA

were derived from the SMP with a mean relative error of 10.6%, 16.4%, and 23.1%, respectively. For

validation, we compared the density and SSA derived from the SMP to traditional measurements and

near-infrared profiles. We demonstrate the potential of our method by the retrieval of a two-dimensional

stratigraphy at Kohnen Station, Antarctica, from a 46 m long SMP transect. The result clearly reveals past

depositional and metamorphic events, and our findings show that the SMP can be used as an objective,

high-resolution tool to retrieve essential snow structural parameters efficiently in the field.

1. Introduction

Though substantial advances have been made to develop an international system for snow classification

[Fierz et al., 2009], the relation of stratigraphic and morphometric parameters to physical properties of snow

is far from being solved. However, it is commonly agreed that objective measurements of snow stratigraphy

in terms of density and grain size constitute an essential step to characterize the majority of physical

properties. With density and specific surface area (SSA), as the most prominent objective morphometric

measures, key properties as thermal conductivity, dielectric permittivity, or air permeability can be

computed [Arons and Colbeck, 1995;Mätzler, 1996; Calonne et al., 2012]. Although these two morphometric

properties are strictly not sufficient to characterize snow microstructure [Löwe et al., 2013], they provide a

valuable first approximation for quantitative means. For microwave models [Mätzler, 1999; Pulliainen et al.,

1999; Picard et al., 2013], density and grain size constitute the essential input parameters. Noteworthy,

some microwave models such as Microwave Emission Model of Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS) [Wiesmann

and Mätzler, 1999] use the correlation length instead of the SSA as a prominent, alternative characterization

of grain size and density.

Traditionally, the stratigraphy of a snowpack is characterized by careful estimates of grain size, snow type,

and density in classified layers along a quasi one-dimensional vertical line. These manual measurements

are time consuming, and naturally limited in spatial resolution. Density resolution is limited by the cutting

device and always larger than about 3 cm. Moreover, traditional grain size measurements are subjective

and depend on the observer [Painter et al., 2007]. To overcome this limitation, various field methods

were developed in the last decade to retrieve an objective grain size from in situ measurements of the

snowpack in the field. Techniques, such as near-infrared photography (NIP) [Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006],

shortwave-infrared (SWIR) photography [Montpetit et al., 2012], infrared profilers [Arnaud and Picard, 2011],

contact spectroscopy [Painter et al., 2007], and SWIR reflectance [Gallet et al., 2009], are able to provide the

optically equivalent diameter objectively. The spatial resolution of these methods varies between a few

millimeters and centimeters. These methods are clearly superior to traditional snow characterization
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methods which are not able to capture the microstructure with sufficient detail. For all of these methods,

measurement time is, however, a critical resource, given the necessity of sampling the footprints of, e.g.,

airborne or spaceborne remote sensing products at sufficient detail. In the end, always a trade-off must be

made between measurement accuracy and available time.

Measurement time becomes even more important in view that many applications actually require a

two-dimensional characterization of the stratigraphy to track spatial, subsurface features. This is particularly

important for weak layers in avalanche forecasting [Schweizer et al., 2003], ice lenses for microwave remote

sensing [Durand et al., 2008], or snow accumulation [Scambos et al., 2012]. Then, it is inevitable to have

high-resolution methods which are able to effectively “scan” large parts of the subsurface. Along these lines,

near-infrared (NIR) photography was used qualitatively to provide a clear image of spatial variability at the

scale of several meters [Tape et al., 2010;Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006]. Also, Rutter et al. [2014] demonstrate

the importance of a two-dimensional stratigraphy of snow unambiguously. Though optical grain size was

determined objectively, the method still lacks a convenient retrieval of density, which must be measured

by volumetric sampling and weighing. There is yet no method known to objectively quantify the spatial

variability of density. Dielectric methods are not much faster than volumetric sampling [Denoth et al., 1984].

Radar does provide stratigraphic information [Arcone et al., 2012; Marshall et al., 2007]; however, a full

reconstruction of the density profile is still missing [Schmid et al., 2014]. In addition, grain size cannot be

measured by radar. Overall, a method which gives a fast, combined measurement of density and SSA

(or correlation length) is not yet available.

It is the objective of the present paper to develop a method that overcomes some of the limitations

described above and enables an efficient and objective retrieval of the two-dimensional stratigraphy

of a snowpack in terms of the key parameters density, specific surface area, and correlation length. We

have combined the efficiency of SnowMicroPen (SMP) penetration measurements with state-of-the-art

microstructure characterization by microcomputed tomography (micro-CT). The SMP [Schneebeli et al.,

1999] was specifically designed to obtain high-resolution profiles at fast acquisition times. Full-meter

penetration profiles of the snowpack can be taken within a minute, and this has been exploited in various

applications [Sturm and Benson, 2004; Kronholm et al., 2004; Bellaire et al., 2009; Reuter and Schweizer, 2012].

However, the interpretation of the penetration force in terms of microstructural parameters is challenging

[Johnson and Schneebeli, 1999; Schneebeli, 2001] and less obvious as the relation of the SSA to optical

methods mentioned above. We have used an existing stochastic approach to the penetration signal [Löwe

and van Herwijnen, 2012] which provides a minimal physical picture of the penetration process in terms

of a microstructural length scale, the element size L. Though the model gives an unambiguous recipe for

how L can be retrieved from the penetration signal, its relation to an objective geometrical length scale

of the 3-D microstructure is still missing. Therefore, we made use of micro-CT as a calibration tool and

established the connection between the SMP parameters andmicro-CT measured quantities as density, SSA,

and correlation length on a statistical basis. To this end wemeasured the microstructure of several full-meter

profiles of snow from three different snow climatological sites (Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic) by micro-CT.

The comparison to parallel SMP measurements provides the basis for our regression model.

Our method gives access to a two-dimensional quantitative stratigraphy without digging a snow pit,

providing new insight into the processes in any snowpack [Benson, 1971]. We demonstrated this by the

reconstruction of a two-dimensional stratigraphy from Antarctica, which allows a quantitative and deeper

understanding of depositional and metamorphic processes.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we recap the definition of the relevant micro-CT and SMP

parameters and describe their retrieval from individual snow samples. In section 3 we present the different

data sets used here (Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic snow) and highlight particularities of the retrieval of

micro-CT and SMP parameters for full-depth profiles in different data sets. In section 4 we present the

development of the statistical model, its validation, and the retrieval of the two-dimensional stratigraphy at

Kohnen station as an application of the method. The findings are discussed in section 5.

2. Methods

In the following we summarize the key quantities which are derived from the 3-Dmicrostructure of micro-CT

images (section 2.1) and from the force-displacement data of the SMP (section 2.2). The statistical model is

based on a regression analysis between these quantities.
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2.1. Microcomputed Tomography

2.1.1. Density and Two-Point Correlation Function

Micro-CT characterizes the microstructure of snow as a two-phase material. The microstructure is

reconstructed within a representative cubic volume V of side length w(ct) which is typically in the order of

a few millimeters to centimeters. The reconstructed binary image contains the full microstructure in terms

of the so-called indicator function [e.g., Torquato, 2002] �i(r) which is �i(x) = 1 for points x ∈ V in the ice

phase and �i(x) = 0 for points in the air phase. The volume fraction of ice can be computed by a volume

average

�i = �i(x) (1)

which is denoted by an overbar. The mass density � of snow is then trivially related to the volume fraction

by � = �ice �i in terms of the density �ice = 917 kgm−3 of ice.

Additional structural information can be derived from the two-point correlation function C(r) with lag

distance r

C(r) = (�i(x + r) − �i)
(
�i(x) − �i

)
(2)

which is the autocovariance of the ice phase indicator function. Below we use the correlation function C(r)

to compute both the SSA and the correlation length from the micro-CT image.

2.1.2. Specific Surface Area

For isotropic, porous materials the correlation function C(r) = C(|r|) depends solely on the magnitude r = |r|
of the lag. The SSA is then related to the derivative of C(r) at the origin, lc, via [Debye et al., 1957]

lc =

(
dC(r)

dr

||||r=0

)−1

(3)

and

SSA =
4(1 − �i)

lc
(4)

in terms of the volume fraction �i. This relation can be generalized for anisotropic media such as snow

[Riche and Schneebeli, 2013], if the derivative with respect to r is subsequently averaged over all orientations

[Berryman, 1987]. Practically, we have computed the derivatives of C(r) in each Cartesian coordinate

direction [Löwe et al., 2011] and averaged them arithmetically. We use the SSA in terms of surface area per

ice volume.

2.1.3. Exponential Correlation Length

The SSA characterizes the behavior of the correlation function only at the origin and thus contains structural

information only from the smallest scales. For various physical properties such as electromagnetic wave

interaction, it is advantageous to define a length scale which characterizes the correlation function as a

whole [Debye et al., 1957;Mätzler, 2002], and not only at the origin. The simplest approach is to fit the entire

correlation function to an exponential form

C(r) = C0 exp(−|r|∕lex) (5)

where lex is the exponential correlation length. Again, we take into account that snow is anisotropic and

fit the anisotropic correlation function C(r) in each Cartesian coordinate direction to an exponential [cf. Löwe

et al., 2013]. A single value for the exponential correlation length is obtained by arithmetically averaging

over all directions.

2.1.4. Processing Details

For the characterization of snow by micro-CT we have used a SCANCO Medical micro-CT 40 and a micro-CT

80, operated in the cold lab at −20◦C. Generally, micro-CT scans were performed with different nominal

resolutions (voxel size) ranging from 10 μm for new snow to 25 μm for depth hoar. The size of the evaluated

volumes to calculate the correlation functions ranges from w(ct) = 2.56mm to w(ct) = 10mm. The gray scale

image resulting from each scan was filtered using a Gaussian filter (� = 1 voxel, support = 2 voxel) and then

segmented into a binary image. Thresholds were chosen by matching the volumetric density of the binary

image with the gravimetric density of the samples weighted with a precision scale. For those samples which
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a) b) c)

Figure 1. (top row) SMP force signal and (bottom row) micro-CT 3-D reconstruction of the snow structure for three
typical snow types, with corresponding L, F̃, l(ct)ex , SSA(ct), and �(ct) values: (a) low-density new snow with flat SMP force
signal, (b) dense melt refrozen structure with higher mean penetration force and noisy signal, and (c) medium-density
depth hoar crystals with distinct peaks in the SMP force, which reaches zero if the SMP tip enters the pore space between
the large-depth hoar crystals.

were cast in Diethly-Phthalate (DEP), we followed Heggli et al. [2009]. In this case the threshold for image

segmentation was chosen as the minimum between the DEP peak and the air peak in the histogram of the

gray scale image. The error in density of cast samples compared to uncast samples found by Heggli et al.

[2009] is 3.15% on average. After segmentation the correlation functions were computed from the binary

image and the parameters �(ct), SSA(ct), and l
(ct)
ex were derived as described. Three examples of the micro-CT

data are given in Figure 1 (bottom row), which shows the binary images with the corresponding �(ct), SSA(ct),

and l
(ct)
ex values.

2.2. SnowMicropenetration

2.2.1. Structural Element Size

In contrast to micro-CT imaging, which yields almost unambiguous information about the microstructure,

it is far less straightforward to interpret the fluctuating force signal obtained from SMP measurements in

terms of snow microstructure. A stochastic model was developed by Löwe and van Herwijnen [2012], which

interprets the penetration force as a Boolean model of noninteracting elastic-brittle, mechanical, elements.

The elements are distributed randomly in three-dimensional space according to a Poisson point process.

The independent superposition of deflection and rupture of individual elements at random positions upon

penetration leads to a one-dimensional shot-noise process as a model for the fluctuating force signal. The

model constitutes a convenient reinterpretation ofMarshall and Johnson [2009] and enables an analytical

procedure to estimate the mechanical parameters and the intensity �3-D of the underlying Poisson process

from the penetration force correlation function. The intensity �3-D represents an average number density of

elements in three-dimensional space and the associated length scale L = �
−1∕3
3-D

can thus be interpreted as a

typical distance between the structural elements. The scale L is referred to as structural element length and

constitutes the key length scale of the penetration process. Note that L is derived from purely mechanical

data without any a priori connection to structural length scales derived frommicro-CT.
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As outlined by Löwe and van Herwijnen [2012], the relevant parameters are computed from the two-point

force correlation function A of the penetration force F(z)with lag distance z from

A(z) = (F(z′ + z) − F)(F(z′) − F) (6)

in a window of size w(smp). Here F represents the mean of the SMP force in that window. The intensity �3-D of

the Poisson process

�3-D =
4 F 2

3 �(F) � S
(7)

is computed from the mean and the variance �(F) of SMP force in each window, where S is the (projected)

cone area of the SMP tip. The parameter � denotes the deflection at rupture which can be estimated from

the slope of the force correlation function A(z) at the origin

� = −
3A(0)

2A′(0)
(8)

For further details of the parameter estimation we refer to Löwe and van Herwijnen [2012].

2.2.2. Signal Processing

The SMP measures the force in a range from 0.01 N for soft snow up to 75 N for very hard snow down to a

maximum depth of 1.7 m, with a constant measurement speed of 20 mm s−1. Generally, only SMP signals

were retained which were classified “C1” according to the SMP signal quality classification of Pielmeier and

Marshall [2009], i.e., signals containing trends or offsets in the absolute SMP force or disturbances in the

SMP force microvariance were excluded from the analysis. Furthermore, all nonstationary signals, i.e., signals

which showed distinct crusts or ice lenses, indicated by rapid changes in penetration force by a factor

hundred within less than 1 mm were excluded, as for the stochastic parameter retrieval the penetration

force is assumed to be stationary [Löwe and van Herwijnen, 2012]. For this study, the SMP parameter profiles

were always filtered with a sliding window size of w(smp)=2.5mm width and 50% overlap, yielding an

estimate of the SMP parameters L and F̃ for each window. Three typical examples of SMP data are given in

Figure 1 (top row), which shows the derived L and F̃ values.

2.2.3. Relating Micro-CT and SMP Quantities

To motivate the underlying idea of the statistical models used later, we provide a simple picture how the

penetration process in snow might be related to the structural length scales derived from tomography.

Figure 2 (left) shows the force signal of the penetration process in snow from Schneebeli and Johnson [1998],

with L being the mean distance between two rupturing elements. On the right side, a plane section of real

snow and the path of a hypothetical, point-like penetrometer into that snow structure is shown. Making

contact with the structure at point 1 corresponds to the first elastic increase of the force in the left

schematic. Then, after a small elastic deflection of length �, the blue unit breaks, corresponding to the

force drop on the left. One assumption of the model [Löwe and van Herwijnen, 2012] is that broken parts

do not further influence the force signal. Consistent with that would be a next contact of the tip with the

structure at point 2. Therefore, we could assign the length L as shown in the right part of the figure. In an

isotropic structure this length (averaged over consecutive events) would exactly give L ∼ 1∕SSA, according

to the principles of stereology. Since SSA and correlation length are not completely independent, a similar

reasoning could be anticipated for the correlation length.

The true penetration process is indeed more complicated but we will be guided by the above idea of

relating structural length scales to penetrometer length scales later in the statistical model. As an additional

phenomenological input parameter for the statistical model we shall use the median of the penetration

force F̃ which was shown to be correlated to snow density by Pielmeier [2003].

3. Data

The basic requirement for each data set was the availability of simultaneous SMP and micro-CT measure-

ments. To cover a large range of snow types we compiled three different data sets consisting of Alpine,

Arctic, and Antarctic snow. Snow densities range from 73 to 574 kgm−3, values of SSA from 5.8 to

50.8 mm−1, and values of correlation length from 0.054 and 0.442 mm, respectively. The differences in the

data sets with respect to sampling design, resolution, and sample sizes are described below. An overview of

the data can be found in Table 1, an overview of the sampling designs in Figure 3.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the sampling designs, showing the dimensions of the snow samples and the locations of the SMP
and micro-CT measurements. (a) Design for Alpine snow samples, (b) for the Arctic snow samples, and (c) for the
Antarctic snow samples.

3.1. Alpine Snow

The Alpine snow data set was gathered by Riche and Schneebeli [2013]. It consists of natural snow samples

taken under various snow conditions in the winters 2009/2010 and 2010/2011, as well as sieved

nature-identical snow from a snowmaker [Schleef et al., 2014]. The Alpine data set represents the most

diverse one in terms of snow types.

The snow samples were cut to a size of 20 cm × 20 cm × 6 cm. The size was chosen to be large enough to

extract a micro-CT sample in the center and conduct up to four SMP measurements around the micro-CT

sample, Figure 2a. SMP and CT measurements were performed simultaneously in the cold lab in Davos.

The micro-CT values of the structural parameters for each Alpine snow sample were obtained from a single

micro-CT scan with cube size w(ct)=1 cm.

The values of L and F̃ of each SMP measurement (obtained with a window size of w(smp)=2.5mm with

50% overlap) were averaged over the sample height to overcome spatial variability in the vertical direction.

Then the vertically averaged L and F̃ values of the up to four neighboring SMP measurements of each snow

sample were averaged again to overcome spatial variability in the horizontal direction. The natural snow

samples of the Alpine data set showed a slight stratification and small changes in the SMP penetration force

in both vertical and horizontal direction.

3.2. Antarctic Snow

The Antarctic data set consists of snow sampled on two expeditions, the first one to Point Barnola (75.70◦S,

123.25◦E), East Antarctica, during the austral summer 2011–2012, and the second one to Kohnen Station

(75.00◦S, 00.07◦E), Dronning Maud Land, East Antarctica, during the austral summer 2012–2013.

Table 1. Summary of the Data Sets Used in This Study

Data Set Origin Type Distance SMP to Micro-CT SMPs per Micro-CT � (kgm−3) SSA (mm−1) l
(ct)
ex (mm)

Alpine Davos, CH Sampled in cold lab < 10 cm ≤ 4 107–377 7.5–50.8 0.054–0.356

Arctic Sodankylä, FI Casted in field < 50 cm 1 73–343 6.9–47.9 0.055–0.390

Antarctic
Kohnen Station

Sampled in cold lab < 20 cm 2 228–573 5.8–16.7 0.078–0.442
and Point Barnola, AQ
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L

1

221

Figure 3. (left) Schematic model of the penetration process in snow from Schneebeli and Johnson [1998], with L being
the mean distance between two rupturing elements. (right) Plane section of real snow with ice shown in black, and the
path of a hypothetical, point-like penetration into that snow structure in red.

During these campaigns, large snow blocks 30 cm × 30 cm × 100 cm were cut out in the field, packed

into isolating Styrofoam boxes and transported at −30◦C to the cold lab Davos, were they were measured

simultaneously by SMP and CT in the cold lab at −25◦C (after several weeks). For this study we used two

of these block from Point Barnola and another two blocks from Kohnen Station. The Antarctic data set

consists mainly of strongly metamorphosed faceted snow and depth hoar, with very low SSA and high

density (Table 1).

All micro-CT measurements were performed in the cold lab in Davos. Two profiles of vertically overlapping

cylindrical micro-CT samples were taken as shown in Figure 2c and then stitched together to create a

continuous profile. Thereby, each cylinder has a height of 6.0 cm and a diameter of 3.6 cm and was

completely measured by micro-CT. Vertical variations in the reconstructed volume are accounted for

by analyzing the cylinder in a vertically moving window with w(ct)=1.0 cm and 50% overlap, where the

overlapping areas were averaged.

For each of the four snow blocks, two SMP measurements were conducted and the derived parameters

L and F̃ (cf. section 2.2.1) were averaged vertically to 1 cm resolution with 50% overlap in order to match the

resolution of the micro-CT derived parameters.

3.3. Arctic Snow

The Arctic snow data was gathered during the Nordic Snow and Radar Experiment (NoSREx) of the

European Space Agency (ESA) hosted at the Finish Meteorological Institute in Sodankylä, Finland, during

winter 2011/2012. The Arctic data set consists of three full-depth micro-CT sampled profiles with one SMP

measurement per profile, Figure 2b. The maximum distance between SMP and micro-CT measurement

was 50 cm. SMP measurements were conducted in situ in the field, while the micro-CT samples were cast

simultaneously in the field and afterward analyzed in the cold lab following the replica technique of Heggli

et al. [2009]. The remaining negative structure is imaged in the micro-CT in portions of 1 × 1 × 7 cm3.

Vertical variations are accounted for by retrieving the micro-CT parameters in a moving window with

w(ct)=5.12 mm and 50% overlap. Both SMP and micro-CT derived parameters profiles were then

averaged to 1 cm window size with 50% overlap, to match the resolution of the micro-CT.

3.4. Matching SMP and Micro-CT Data

To generate corresponding pairs of micro-CT and SMP values it is necessary to match SMP and micro-CT

derived profiles for the Arctic and Antarctic data sets. This was accomplished by aligning main stratigraphic

features (crusts, ice lenses, and peaks in density and in correlation length). As layers in a natural snowpack

are not perfectly parallel, a slight misalignment between SMP and micro-CT derived profiles cannot be

excluded. However, we did not perform any stretching or compressing of layers. Both Antarctic and Arctic

micro-CT profiles were averaged to 1 cm vertical resolution in order to smooth the stratigraphy to reduce

the impact of layer misalignment. For the Alpine data, the SMP derived parameters were averaged vertically

and over all four horizontal positions of the snow sample and then compared to the micro-CT measurement

in the center.
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Figure 4. Scatterplot of SMP derived density �(smp) versus micro-CT
derived density �(ct) for the three different data sets (colored symbols),
with R2 = 0.90 and RMSE = 30.1 kgm−3 . Derived from the median pen-
etration force F̃ and the SMP element size L (see equation (9)) is �(smp).
The dashed line serves as guide for the eye.

4. Results
4.1. Statistical Models

4.1.1. SMP Derived Density �(smp)

The first statistical model for the snow

density derived from SMP measurements

was published by Pielmeier [2003]. This

model relates the logarithm of the

median penetration force ln (F̃) to the

snow density. Marshall and Johnson

[2009] noticed that this model does not

apply to all snow types and speculated

that the integration of microstructural

parameters will improve the density

estimation. We modified this model and

included the structural element size L as

an additional microstructural parameter

into the regression. We used a bilinear

regression model to relate the SMP

variables ln (F̃) and L to the micro-CT

density �(ct), yielding an estimate for the

density from the SMP

�(smp) = a1 + a2 ln(F̃) + a3 ln(F̃) L + a4 L (9)

with a1 = 420.47 ± 8.31 kg m−3, a2 = 102.47 ± 4.24 N−1, a3 = −121.15 ± 10.65 N−1 mm−1, and a4 = −169.96

± 18.70 mm−1, with respect to a 95% confidence interval. Figure 4 shows the correlation between �(smp)

derived via equation (9) and micro-CT derived �(ct), with a coefficient of determination R2 of 0.90 at a

significance level of p<10−3. The root-mean-squared error (RMSE) is 30.1 kg m−3 which corresponds to

a relative error of 10.6% (RMSE divided by the mean of �(ct)). The R2 is 0.78, 0.80, and 0.64 for the density

and has a relative error of 14.8%, 12.2%, and 8.5% for the Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic data, respectively

(cf. Table 2).

4.1.2. SMP Derived Exponential Correlation Length l
(smp)

ex

To put forward a SMP estimate for the correlation length lex we used the SMP element size L as the main

variable. As outlined in section 2.2.3 we relate the element size L to the length scales derived frommicro-CT,

given the interpretation of L as mean distance between two elements. Already a direct comparison

between the correlation length l
(ct)
ex and the element size L shows a good correlation (Figure 5); however, the

high-density Antarctic samples (red crosses) show too large l(ct)ex values for the corresponding L values. As

the Antarctic samples are much denser, we account for such a “density effect” in the statistical model. To this

end, a linear regression was carried out to relate the micro-CT correlation lengths l(ct)ex to the SMP variables

L and ln(F̃) via

l(smp)
ex = b1 + b2L + b3 ln(F̃) (10)

with b1 = 0.0715 ± 0.0058 mm, b2 = 0.299 ± 0.011 mm−1, and b3 = 0.0149 ± 0.0018 N−1.

Table 2. Statistical Measures for the Different Data Set and Parameters Used in This Studya

Density Correlation Length SSA

Data Set R2 RMSE (kgm−3) R2 RMSE (mm) R2 RMSE (mm−1)

Alpine 0.78 35.9 (14.8%) 0.91 0.026 (17.2%) 0.85 4.03 (21.7%)

Arctic 0.80 24.9 (12.2%) 0.87 0.029 (19.6%) 0.83 4.04 (19.9%)

Antarctic 0.64 30.6 (8.5%) 0.85 0.026 (12.3%) 0.44 1.76 (19.9%)

Overall 0.90 30.1 (10.6%) 0.86 0.029 (16.4%) 0.86 3.39 (23.1%)

aRMSE is additionally given as percentage of the mean of the micro-CT derived values,
which denotes the relative error. The significance levels for all data sets and parameters are
p < 10−3 .
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Figure 5. Scatterplot of SMP derived structural element size L versus
micro-CT derived exponential correlation length l

(ct)
ex for the three

different data sets (colored symbols). With exception for the
higher-density Antarctic samples (red crosses), where the L values tend
to be too low in general, l(ct)ex and L are in good agreement (R2 = 0.79).

Figure 6 shows the correlation between

l
(smp)
ex derived via equation (10) and

micro-CT derived l
(ct)
ex , with R2 = 0.86 at

a significance level of p < 10−3. The

RMSE is 0.029 mm, which corresponds to

a relative error of 16.4%. The deviation

of the high-density samples in Figure 5

is corrected. The exponential correla-

tion length is derived with R2 of 0.91,

0.87, and 0.85 and with a relative error of

17.2%, 19.6%, and 12.3% for the Alpine,

Arctic, and Antarctic data, respectively

(Table 2).

4.1.3. SMP Derived Specific Surface

Area SSA(smp)

Finally we calibrated the statistical model

of equation (10) again, but this time

to predict the slope of the correlation

function l
(ct)
c at the origin instead of the

exponential correlation length l
(ct)
ex . This

leads to a regression model

l(smp)
c = c1 + c2L + c3 ln(F̃) (11)

with c1 = 0.131 ± 0.0081 mm, c2 = 0.355 ± 0.015 mm−1, and c3 = 0.0291 ± 0.0024 N−1. R2 is 0.84 at a

significance level of p < 10−3. The RMSE is 0.041 mmwhich corresponds to a relative error of 16.7%.

The statistical relation enables to derive the SSA directly from SMPmeasurements, by substituting l
(smp)
c from

equation (11) and �(smp) = �(smp)∕ �ice with �(smp) from equation (9) to equation (4)

SSA(smp) =
4(1 − �

(smp)
i )

l
(smp)
c

(12)

Figure 7 shows the correlation between SSA(smp) and SSA(ct) with R2 = 0.86 at a significance level of p<10−3.

The RMSE is 3.39 mm−1 which corresponds to a relative error of 23.1% on average. The SSA is derived with
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Figure 6. Scatterplot of SMP derived exponential correlation length l
(smp)
ex

versus micro-CT derived exponential correlation length l
(ct)
ex for the three

different data sets (colored symbols), with R2 = 0.86 and RMSE = 0.029 mm.
Derived from the SMP element size L and density �(smp) (see equation (10))
is l(smp)

ex . The dashed line serves as guide for the eye.

R2 of 0.85, 0.83, and 0.44 and with

a relative error of 21.7%, 19.9%,

and 19.9% for the Alpine, Arctic,

and Antarctic data, respectively

(Table 2).

Note that we have computed the

SSA from the slope of the correlation

function (section 2.1.1) since this

method was available for all data.

To provide some confidence that

this estimate is basically equivalent

to the surface triangulation of

the reconstructed 3-D structure

[Hildebrand et al., 1999], we show

the comparison for both methods in

Figure 8 for the Alpine data, which

is the only data set where both

methods are available. Both methods

to derive the SSA lead to very similar

results, with R2 = 0.996 and

RMSE = 0.67 mm−1.
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Figure 7. Scatterplot of SMP derived SSA(smp) versus micro-CT derived
SSA(ct) for the three different data sets (colored symbols), with R2=0.86
and RMSE = 3.34 mm−1 . SSA(smp) is derived from the SMP element
size L and density �(smp) (see equations (11) and (12)). The dashed line
serves as guide for the eye.

4.2. Model Comparison for Two

Vertical Profiles

Here we compare the statistical model

to the micro-CT measurements on

independent data for two vertical

profiles, one from the Arctic and one

from the Antarctic.

Figure 9 shows the micro-CT and SMP

derived density, exponential correlation

length, and SSA for one of the Antarctic

snow blocks from Point Barnola. The

corresponding R2 is 0.55, 0.71, and 0.15,

with p < 10−3, p < 10−3, and p < 10−2,

respectively, for all three parameters.

The complex density and correlation

length patterns are reproduced in detail

by the SMP, whereas the SSA profile was

not recovered as precisely as the other

parameters. Note the very small SSA for

the Antarctic data in general.

Slight horizontal variability was visible for this small snow block (approximately 20 cm in width). The single

SMP signals (blue and red dashed lines in Figure 9) revealed deviations of stratigraphic features. For instance,

the peak in correlation length at 75 mm snow depth had a 15mm shift in the two SMP signals. For the region

between 150 mm and 200 mm snowdepth the density and correlation length of both methods coincided

very precisely.

Figure 10 shows the micro-CT and SMP derived density, exponential correlation length, and SSA for an Arctic

profile measured during NoSREx III in Sodankylä, Finland. The corresponding R2 is 0.82 for the density, 0.92

for the correlation length, and 0.86 for the SSA, respectively, with p< 10−3 for all three parameters. The

transition from new to old snow at 300 mm snow depth was captured by the SMP in terms of density and

correlation length. For SSA(smp) this transition was less distinct. For the topmost 50 mm the SMP slightly

overestimated the density and the correlation length but underestimated the SSA.

4.3. Model Validation

Besides the profile comparison shown in the previous section we have also compared the SMP andmicro-CT
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Figure 8. SSA measured by micro-CT using surface triangulation versus
SSA calculated from the slope at the origin of the correlation function
for the Alpine data set.

derived parameters on the basis of two

vertical profiles which were obtained

by different methods. For one profile

the SSA was measured by near-infrared

photography (NIP) following Matzl

and Schneebeli [2006] and the density

was measured traditionally with a

100 cm3 density cutter (Figure 10). The

NIP derived SSA is in good agreement

with the SMP derived SSA(smp) (R2 = 0.93,

p<10−3). This points toward an effect

of spatial variability with regard to the

underestimation of SSA(smp) mentioned

above: the NIP measurements were

performed in between the SMP and

micro-CT measurement, so that the

topmost micro-CT sample could already

be taken from slightly less dense and

higher SSA snow. Further, R2 is 0.82

(p < 10−3) between NIP and micro-CT
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Figure 9. Density �, exponential correlation length lex, and SSA profile of an Antarctic snow block from Point Barnola,
measured in the cold lab of SLF, by micro-CT (black) and SMP (blue and red). The green line represents the average of
the two SMP measurements.

derived SSA which is lower than between SMP and NIP. The low SSA values from NIP at the very bottom are

caused by shading due to the concave shape of the profile, where the loose depth hoar grains are dropping

out during the sawing process.

The hand density measured with the density cutter is also in good agreement with �(smp) (R2=0.87,

p<10−3) and �(ct) (R2 = 0.82, p < 10−3). The low values for snow depth deeper than 600 mm are an artifact

of sampling depth hoar with the density cutter: the fragile snow structure got destroyed while inserting the

density cutter allowing loose snow grains to drop out of the cutter, which reduced the total weight of the

filled cutter and, in turn, the measured density.

In addition, we compare the SMP derived and manually measured densities for an Alpine snow profile

performed in the Steintälli above Davos, Switzerland, on 13 February 2014 (Figure 11). Two SMP signals

close to the manual profile were averaged and compared to the densities of the snow layers measured with

a density cutter. Both measurement techniques are in good agreement. The SMP densities, derived with a
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Figure 10. Density �, exponential correlation length lex, and SSA profile measured in the field during NoSREx III in
Sodankylä, Finland, by micro-CT (black) and SMP (green). In addition, the density measured by hand with a 100 cm3

density cutter (red) and the SSA measured by near-infrared photography (NIP) (blue) are shown.
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Davos, Switzerland. The black line is the average of the two
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vertical resolution of 1.25 mm and also averaged

to 3 cm, reveal even smallest density variations,

which the density cutter did not resolve.

4.4. Model Application: Retrieval of

Two-Dimensional Stratigraphy

Next we applied the model to derive a

quantitative characterization of the

two-dimensional stratigraphy of a 1.1 m

deep and 46 m long snow and firn transect

measured in December 2012 at Kohnen

Station, Antarctica. Along the transect, 92 SMP

measurements were taken with 0.5 m intervals.

Figure 12 shows the two-dimensional image

of the SMP derived density obtained by

assembling the parameter estimates from all

92 profiles. The stratigraphy revealed typical

features of the snow and firn in the region

of Kohnen Station. Six to seven main layers

could be identified, each between 5 cm and

30 cm thick. The layers were horizontally

undulated and dune-shaped, indicating a strong

wind influence.

5. Discussion
5.1. Overall Performance of the Method

To assess the retrievals of density, correlation

length, and SSA of snow solely from SMP

measurements, we first discuss the errors

obtained from the statistical model by taking micro-CT as reference values. The SMP derived density,

correlation length, and SSA are correlated linearly to their micro-CT derived counterparts, with a relative

error of 10.6%, 16.4%, and 23.1%, respectively.

Comparing the relative errors between data sets, the smallest relative error was found for the Antarctic

data set, where the density is predicted within 8.5%, the correlation length within 12.3% and the
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Figure 12. SMP derived density �(smp) for a 46 m long and 1.1 m deep
snow and firn transect measured during December 2012 at Kohnen
Station, Antarctica. The figure is a composite of 92 SMP measurements
with 0.5 m interval. The deposition features are highly complex, with layers
of variable thickness and noncontinuous layers like the “whale-back”
structure between 300 mm and 600 mm snowdepth reaching from 16 m
to 38 m in the vertical direction.

SSA within 19.9% on average. The

lower errors for the Antarctic data

set can be explained by the absence

of low-density samples in this data

set. For low-density snow higher

errors are expected, due to a poor

signal-to-noise ratio for the SMP

when approaching densities of

50 kgm−3 [Schneebeli et al., 1999].

In addition, the distance between

SMP and micro-CT measurements

was smallest for the Antarctic data

set, which minimized the error by

layer misalignment. This uncertainty

due to spatial variability is inherent

to the method and discussed later

in detail.

Comparing the relative error between

different quantities, the density

showed the best performance with
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the smallest relative error (10.6%), while the SSA has the largest error (23.1%) on average. The difference

in performance can be partly attributed to the fact that SSA is a derived parameter (equation (12)) which

involves two SMP regressions, namely �(smp) and l
smp
c , which are both subject to individual scatter.

The error in SSA(smp) is larger than SSA measured with other methods, which is typically in the range of 10

and 15%. For NIR photography [Matzl and Schneebeli, 2006] the estimated error is 15%, for IRIS and SWIRcam

[Montpetit et al., 2012] 10%, for DUFISSS [Gallet et al., 2009] below 12%, and for POSSSUM [Arnaud and Picard,

2011] between 10 and 15%. For the density, our method performs equally well as other methods. Conger

and McClung [2009] report a variation of densities measured with different types of density cutters of 11%,

whereas the variation within the individual cutter types reached up to 6.2%. An error comparison for the

correlation length is difficult, since it can be derived only from three-dimensional micro-CT reconstruction

[e.g., Löwe et al., 2011] or surface sections [e.g.,Wiesmann et al., 1998]. A comparison of both methods and

error estimates is not available.

The discussion above shows that our method performs comparably well or slightly worse than other

existing methods for the SSA and density. The clear benefit of the method becomes obvious only in

combination with a discussion of measurement times and vertical resolution. Besides IR profiling techniques

such as POSSSUM [Arnaud and Picard, 2011] or GPR systems, all other existing snow measurement methods

require to excavate a snow pit or trench, which constitutes the major time constraint for the method. For IR

profiling a hole has to be drilled in advance, which takes around 20 min for 2 m depth [Arnaud and Picard,

2011]. Though GPR systems are able to provide continuous stratigraphic information over a large extent

without time consuming profile preparation [Marshall et al., 2007], the method still lacks a convenient

retrieval of the density [Schmid et al., 2014], let alone the SSA or correlation length. IR techniques are able to

provide two-dimensional SSA profiles on the meter scale [Tape et al., 2010] but lack the retrieval of density.

For a further discussion of snow measurement methods we refer to Proksch and Schneebeli [2012].

Given the advantages and disadvantages of other methods, we consider our SMP-based method for

a combined retrieval of density, SSA, and correlation length profiles in less than a minute a powerful

alternative. Before turning to the application of the method, we will discuss the origin of the errors and

potential improvements of the method.

5.2. Error Analysis
5.2.1. Limitations of the Micropenetration Model

One error source is the theoretical model used to interpret the penetration force in snow and its relation

to the microstructural length scale L. Understanding details of the indentation process is challenging and

less obvious than the relation of IR reflectivity to SSA. One basic assumption of the model [Löwe and van

Herwijnen, 2012; Johnson and Schneebeli, 1999] is the superposition of the SMP force signal by spatially

uncorrelated element failures. This is a very simplistic though practical assumption. The higher the density,

the higher the probability that a failed element interacts with other elements, leading to a violation of

the basic assumption of the model. This is the reason why we empirically included the median of the

penetration force as a factor for density in our model for the correlation length. This improved the results

significantly (Figure 6) in comparison to the minimal approach of comparing the SMP length scale L directly

with the correlation length lex (Figure 5).

Taking into consideration the aspect discussed above, we have also included the length scale L in our

model for the density (equation (9)) which can be regarded as an extension of the original idea from

Marshall [2005], which was solely based on the median of the penetration force. Using only the median

of the force, the regression model was less accurate, in particular for highly metamorphosed structures.

Without including L, the density would have been 40% too low for the depth hoar layers in Sodankylä

when compared to the micro-CT or hand-measured density. This can be attributed to the low penetration

force in very fragile snow types such as depth hoar where ice structures are broken easily in contact with

the SMP tip. In this case the median penetration force in depth hoar is relatively small compared to other

snow types of the same density. Since the element size L is rather large in depth hoar, the inclusion of L can

discriminate these cases and correct the density estimates. We expect that improvements in the theory of

the penetration process will reduce the errors of the present statistical model.

Another point not addressed in the current model is the anisotropy of the snow structure. It is now well

known that the snow structure is anisotropic [Riche and Schneebeli, 2013]. The micropenetration model used

here has no provision for anisotropy, and we are therefore unable to quantify effects of anisotropy on the
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measurements and the data. A quantification of this effect will again require a substantial improvement

in the theory of the penetration process, or numerical simulations and measurements in snow of similar

correlation length, but a varying degree of anisotropy.

5.2.2. Limitations Arising From Data Acquisition

Besides the limitations of the micropenetration model, uncertainties in our method also arise from the

data acquisition, in particular due to the inclusion of field data in the regression. The inclusion of field

data of Alpine, Arctic, and Antarctic snow was necessary to show that the method is representative for a

broad range of densities and SSA. By the inclusion of field data, spatial variability in horizontal and vertical

directions acted as an additional error source. In the field, SMP measurements and micro-CT samples cannot

be taken exactly at the same position, and thus, the spatial variability introduced uncertainty in our data.

This situation is somewhat different from previous comparisons of different methods. For the lab-based SSA

study [Matzl and Schneebeli, 2010], the authors found a very high correlation between the SSA derived from

micro-CT and stereology (R2 = 0.99, p ≪ 0.01) and gas adsorption (R2 = 0.96, p ≪ 0.01), respectively. In these

cases, the different methods were applied to exactly the same sample. This eliminates the error source of

spatial variability and leads to higher correlation coefficients.

The Arctic data set is most affected by spatial variability, with the largest distance between micro-CT

and SMP measurements, and just one SMP measurement per micro-CT sampled profile (Table 1). In

contrast, the Antarctic snow samples were brought to the lab which allowed to reduce the distance

between micro-CT and SMP measurements and a better control of the alignment of the layers. Two

SMP measurements around the location of the respective micro-CT samples were performed and

averaged, further reducing errors from horizontal variability. However, Figure 9 reveals small-scale

variability even in the carefully prepared Antarctic snow blocks where the two SMP signals showed slight

differences in the location of pronounced stratigraphic features. Horizontal variability was also present

for the Alpine data set despite the SMP averaging over four measurements (section 3.1). The effect of

spatial variability is inherent to all snow measurements methods and will affect any intercomparison of

destructive methods.

Another technical limitation of the statistical model presented here is the incompatibility with the newest

hardware version of the SMP. We detected that a small change in the A/D conversion of the force signal leads

to different values in the structural element size L. This will be resolved either by providing a new calibration

or by adjusting the A/D conversion for the SMP version 4.

5.3. Spatial Variability and Retrieval of Two-Dimensional Stratigraphy

Overall, the errors discussed in the previous section are still smaller than the variations of the parameters we

found in the analysis of the two-dimensional stratigraphy shown in Figures 12 to 14. It is thus reasonable to

interpret these as true features of the stratigraphy and discuss their implication.

The importance of two-dimensional stratigraphy was already demonstrated by Benson [1971]. Our

two-dimensional plots clearly reveal the horizontal heterogeneity of the snow and firn at Kohnen Station,

Antarctica. The layers show a horizontally undulated pattern. These patterns are likely due to snow

redistribution under the strong influence of wind, as mentioned in several studies [Gow, 1965; Alley, 1988;

Birnbaum et al., 2010]. The layers indicate major depositional and metamorphic events of the last years,

which are mostly separated by very thin high density, crust-like layers less than 2 cm thick. Also, thicker

layers of high density are present, which have been referred to as whale-back layers in the literature [Gow,

1965]. The importance of these layers for firn processes has been highlighted, e.g., by Birnbaum et al. [2010]

and Freitag et al. [2002]. The layers are able to limit air permeability and the mixing of air by advection,

with consequences for the interpretation of ice-core records. The density patterns coincide also with the

correlation length and SSA patterns as shown in Figures 13 and 14. The high-density whale-back and

crust-like structures correspond also to a higher correlation length and a lower SSA.

The advantages of our method become obvious in the presented Kohnen example: No trench had to be

dug for the two-dimensional stratigraphic information shown in Figures 12 to 14. The data were derived

from 92 SMP measurements which were conducted in half a day, which is very fast compared to digging

a 46 m long and 1.1 m trench in Antarctic snow. Fast measurement times are an asset in harsh polar

environments, and they further enable repeated measurements in order to reduce uncertainties by

spatial variability.
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But also other applications might benefit

from a high-resolution retrieval of 2-D

stratigraphy. Köchle and Schneebeli

[2014] mentioned the limited resolution

of a traditional snow profile as a major

drawback for the characterization of

weak layers.Monti et al. [2012] showed

that the validation of snow cover

models is complicated due to the higher

number of simulated than observed

layers. And finally for the application

to remote sensing, Rutter et al. [2014]

has recently raised the issue of 2-D

stratigraphy explicitly. Implications

for microwave remote sensing are

discussed below.

5.4. Relevance for Microwave Remote Sensing

For microwave remote sensing, brightness temperatures spectra observed in Antarctica cannot be

explained with a homogeneous snowpack but depend on the vertical resolution of the input profile [Brucker

et al., 2011]. Durand et al. [2011] has shown that the RMSE in retrieved snow height approaches 50% when

stratigraphy is neglected. Havens et al. [2013] pointed out that remote sensing of snow could benefit from

the ability of the SMP to quickly quantify stratigraphic information. The authors provided a framework

to classify the grain type, with respect to Marshall et al. [2007], who showed that ground-based radar

reflections are associated with layer boundaries seen in SMP measurements. With the present approach we

were able to provide even quantitative information for the correlation length lex and the density from the

SMP. These two parameters can be directly used as complete stratigraphic input for microwave models such

as the Microwave Emission Model of Layered Snowpacks (MEMLS) [Wiesmann and Mätzler, 1999]. This is a

key step for the inclusion of extensive ground truth measurements to improve microwave remote sensing

modeling for global snow water equivalent (SWE) retrieval.

But also for models which do not require lex explicitly as input parameter, the method is a progress. For

single-layer models, frequently applied in operational use or for climate research purposes [Luojus et al.,

2010], meaningful mean values of snowpack parameters must be derived. High-resolution measurements

are needed to develop the weighting formulas to condense the stratigraphic information into one single

number and to better interpret the physical meaning of grain size parameterization in such models.

As a final note, we have provided a first answer to an old question posed by Vallese and Kong [1981] “Is there

a way of obtaining […] the specific correlation functions by a proper analysis of the ground truth data […]?”

The exponential correlation length is only a simplified characterization of correlation functions in snow
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Figure 14. Same as Figure 12 but for SMP derived specific surface area
SSA(smp).

[Löwe et al., 2011], but we believe that

other relevant length scales could be

retrieved by a generalization of the

presented method.

6. Conclusions

We developed a first statistical

approach to estimate three major

snow structural parameters, the

density, the exponential correlation

length, and the SSA solely from SMP

measurements. Our data set covers a

broad range of densities and SSA and

includes Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine

snow. We found the SMP derived

parameters to be linearly correlated
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to their micro-CT derived counterparts within 10.6%, 16.4%, and 23.1% for density, correlation length and

SSA, respectively. For the high-density Antarctic snow data set alone, those parameters are derived more

accurately, within 8.5%, 12.3%, and 19.9%, respectively. If time and cost are available, researchers are able to

assimilate their own data to calibrate the instrument based on their particular needs, e.g., by including NIR

SSA or manual density measurements.

The fact that a strong relation between SMP and micro-CT derived parameters exists for such a broad range

of densities and SSA supports the approach to derive not only micromechanical but also microstructural

parameters from SMP measurements and to set up the SMP as an alternative, high-resolution, and objective

tool to derive snow structural parameters.

Deriving quantitative information with high resolution in an observer independent way, the SMP

enables an unambiguous investigation of the snow microstructure and its variability. Through repeated

measurements, the two-dimensional stratigraphy of snow and firn can be derived in a quantitative way.

We therefore believe that the method could be beneficial for a wide range of applications such as the

determination of the snow and firn stratigraphy as well as the calibration and validation of snow cover

or microwave models. All these applications rely on quantitative snow measurements. A fast and

high-resolution method which allows the combined measurement of density and SSA or correlation length

is not yet available to our knowledge. Being portable and taking full-meter profiles in less than 1 min, this

method is particularly feasible for the operation in harsh polar environments or during extensive ground

truth campaigns.
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